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District 36 Membership cards often cause a bit of confusion
to new members . . . and often to those who have been a D36
member for a number of years, too!
The card size was created to be close to the size of a credit
card - something that can easily fit into a wallet. With this
size, we are limited to the amount of information that can be
printed on the front sides of the cards.
When applications are processed, the cards are created in
accordance to AMA and D36 rules.
Below are some explanations that might help answer some
questions about your membership card.

A. Membership Type. Only three membership types get listed on a blue D36 membership card. The ‘Sportsman’
designation is for all members age 12 and older, “Mini Bike Rider” is for those ages 7-11 and Pee-Wee is for
those up to age 7. (Veteran, Senior, Super Senior, Master, Pioneer, Woman, AA, Open, 200, 250, Vintage,
Junkyard, etc. are only racing classes - they are not a membership type.)
B. Racing Classification. The racing class shown on all membership cards is what one’s Sportsman (adult)
classification is/would be. This is set by D36’s rules and by the Discipline Stewards. (Mini/Pee-wee racers
and those who ride the CC Woman’s classes do not get cards that state B or A on the front of the card.)
C. Birth Date. A full birth date must be given on the application. If a full birth date is not provided, either
1/1/2050 will appear on the card - or, in the case that just an age (38 for example) was provided, then a
guestimated month/date will be listed with the corresponding year to indicate the age of 38.
D. The Expiration Date. A D36 membership expires on the last day of the month/year listed on the card. D36
memberships are valid one year from the month of purchase. If someone buys their first membership in the
month of June, the expiration date will be the last day of the following May.
E. District 36 Membership Number. When a membership remains expired longer than one year and that
person then renews later, there is no guarantee that the same number can be reassigned. Do not leave
your membership expired too long, then show up to a race with pre-printed graphics expecting to get the
same number back. Racing with a different number on your bike does not automatically mean that number
is, or will become, your D36 membership number.

